An Evening at the Theatre
Take a ten minute walk from Park Hyatt Melbourne and find yourself in Melbourne’s East End Theatre
District, home to the exuberant Princess Theatre, Australia’s oldest entertainment site. In operation
since 1854, this beautiful Second Empire style edifice has hosted countless of notable productions
throughout its history. Restored in 1989, the theatre is now a major venue for international musical
productions, including Les Misérables and The Phantom of the Opera. Prepare for an evening at the
theatre by immersing yourself in old world glamour with dinner and drinks at radii restaurant & bar
before attending a show.

Melbourne’s Visual Culture
Melbourne City is bursting with art to stumble upon, even when we’re not truly looking. There are a few
ways to experience the visually stimulating hotpot that makes up the vibrant art culture of Melbourne.
One of the best ways is to explore the city’s laneways, where one might stumble on a mural of a
Kardashian or two, and also spot the work of famous graffiti artist, Banksy. Another thing to spot is
prolific Australian street artist, HaHa’s stencil of the notorious bushranger, Ned Kelly. For purveyors of
the refined, a quick tram ride from Park Hyatt Melbourne to Flinders Station puts you within walking
distance of the National Gallery of Victoria, an imposingly beautiful façade housing one of the world’s
finest art collections.

Vibrant Food & Wine Scene
Park Hyatt Melbourne’s location puts the hotel in the best position of offering guests the best of both
worlds. Situated just a stone’s throw away from diverse and colourful Fitzroy, and five minutes’ walk
from Melbourne CBD, guests staying at the hotel have the convenience of exploring the best of
Melbourne’s food and wine scene. While Melbourne CBD is dense with sleek eateries, the neighborhood
of Fitzroy, Melbourne’s hipster district, offers places frequently populated by locals. For those who have
spent the whole day wandering, relax in radii restaurant & bar with warm, carefully crafted food while
sampling the ‘bounty’ of Victoria by trying out the great selection of local wines offered at radii, sourced
from wineries around Australia.

Classic with a Twist
Venture down the winding marble staircase of radii restaurant, and step into the golden age of smooth,
jazz and gilded columns that is the restaurant’s opulent art deco bar. Order the Signature Cocktail, a
beautiful concoction meticulously prepared by our highly skilled bartenders. The radii signature cocktail
is a whisky infused with rooftop honeycomb and sweet orange for 60 days, yielding a balanced cocktail
offering a smoky yet fruity finish.

